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Abstract

Broad consensus seems to have emerged on the circular economy as a plausible and

desirable solution to build prosperity while respecting ecological boundaries. How-

ever, its implementation in industry is slow paced. Whilst the systemic nature of the

innovation required and barriers to implementation in complex sustainability transi-

tions partially explain why this is the case, reflecting on the contribution of the grow-

ing scholarly literature on circular business models to orient management practice is

also relevant. In fact, despite the existence of a fairly voluminous scholarly literature

on the subject, practitioners are either uncertain or struggling about how to imple-

ment circular economy strategies and models. Using an integrative research approach

to theory building and drawing on systems theory, this article proposes a resilient

complex adaptive system view of circular business models. The resulting framework

is a stepping-stone to overcoming conceptual ambiguities and construct fallacies in

the way circular business models are typified.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Our economy is wasteful: we use the equivalent of 1.6 planet Earths

to attain the resources we need and absorb our waste, meaning that

we consume natural resources by a measure that exceeds what Earth

can regenerate each year (Global Footprint Network, 2020). Broad

consensus seems to have emerged as never before on what might be

the path towards prosperity within ecological boundaries: the circular

economy (CE).

Since 2012, CE thinking—which is anchored in the functioning

principles of nature—has been advocated in policy, business and aca-

demic forums to address environmental sustainability concerns includ-

ing wasteful production and consumption systems. By encouraging a

more efficient and effective use of resources, the CE paradigm is

emerging as the frontrunner in the Kuhnian scientific knowledge and

practice development process. In fact, it is viewed as a ‘promising idea

and ideal that has much to bring towards addressing challenges of the

Anthropocene’ (Friant et al., 2020, p. 1), as a ‘key principle for

reaching sustainable development goals (…). It is complementary to

other strategies, but also necessary on its own’ (Brand~ao et al., 2020,

p. 505), and as a ‘key strategy to achieve corporate sustainability’

(Khan et al., 2020, p. 1479).

However, despite the burgeoning interest it has attracted and its

potential to decouple economic growth from consumption of finite

resources, progress towards CE implementation in industry is slow

paced (Panwar & Niesten, 2020; Parida et al., 2019). Practitioners are

either uncertain or struggling about how to implement CE strategies

and models (Galv~ao et al., 2020; Urbinati et al., 2019), and this is

somewhat disappointing considering the existence of a fairly volumi-

nous scholarly literature on the subject (more than 1500 articles in

2019 only according to the study by Cam�on Luis & Celma, 2020).

Consequently, it is vital to reflect on the scholarly literature
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contribution to orient management practice. Are scholars' efforts sup-

portive enough to equip management practitioners with the appropri-

ate tools for the job to be done?

Both CE and circular business models (CBMs) are conceptualised

and structured in different ways leading to increasing divergence. This

growing semantic dissonance is not advantageous to the implementa-

tion of CE principles. Kirchherr et al. (2017) argue that ‘a concept with

various understandings may ultimately collapse or remain in a deadlock

due to permanent conceptual contention’ (Kirchherr et al., 2017,

p. 221). Similarly, Pieroni et al. (2019) maintain that ‘the existence of

different propositions of archetypes for CE-oriented BMs without a

consensus might hinder the knowledge consolidation in the field. Esta-

blishing common discourse/language to facilitate the dissemination and

adoption of circular objectives collaboratively at an inter-organizational

or societal level is fundamental’ (p. 210). Conceptual and dimensional

ambiguities are coupled with construct fallacies. Together, they raise

two sets of equally relevant problems requiring business and manage-

ment scholars' attention: firstly, the literature is producing CBMs con-

structs that have yet to fully incorporate CE thinking, and secondly,

confusion about what constitutes a CBM hinders the process of theory

building and does not assist in practical implementation.

To contribute to conceptual clarity this article asks: how can a more

comprehensive yet simplified business model framework for a CE be built?

To answer to this question, this article uses an integrative research

approach to knowledge building (Snyder, 2019; Torraco, 2005) and

draws on the parent business model (BM) literature and, more specifi-

cally, on the resilient complex adaptive system view of BMs (Liu

et al., 2021). Borrowing from the BM literature is deemed an appropri-

ate approach to develop the CBMs field (Santa-Maria et al., 2020), and

building on systems theory responds to the call to advance understand-

ing of CBMs from a systemic logic (Fehrer & Wieland, 2020), which is

relevant given that CE principles are based on complexity and systems

thinking. Insights from systems theory, particularly from complex adap-

tive systems, have been used in the literature on sustainable BMs

(e.g. Dentoni et al., 2021; Inigo & Albareda, 2016) but not in the CBMs

literature to the best of this author's knowledge.

The remainder of this article is organised in the following way.

Next, the research method is illustrated (Section 2). Subsequently, the

fundamental principles underlying CE thinking and its recent develop-

ments in the business, policy and academic arenas are presented along

with a review of the BMs and CBMs literature highlighting conceptual

and dimensional ambiguities (Sections 3, 4 and 5). Next, the resilient

complex adaptive systems perspective of BMs is introduced and

applied to CBMs illustrating why it is useful to address current limita-

tions in CBMs literature (Sections 6 and 7). Finally, Section 8 summa-

rises the research contributions and proposes further avenues of

study for scholars in the business and management field.

2 | RESEARCH APPROACH

A variety of perspectives about how CBMs are conceptualised and

illustrated exists in the academic literature. To come up with a

coherent CBM framework and bring about clarity, this article uses an

integrative research approach to knowledge building.

Contrarily to systematic and semi-systematic literature reviews—

which aim at comparing and synthesising all the available scientific

evidence on a specific topic—the purpose of an integrative approach

is to assess as well as critiquing and bridging perspectives from

different fields to promote knowledge building or new theoretical

frameworks (Snyder, 2019; Torraco, 2005).

Integration across communities is the primary goal of an integra-

tive review, and the selection of the relevant literature is grounded in

the researcher's own discretion rather than in the use of a more sys-

tematic protocol (Cronin & George, 2020). Integrative reviews can be

applied to both emerging and more mature research fields, and

although they constitute a pertinent approach in business research,

application is still limited (Snyder, 2019). Additionally, ‘the integrative

review is best used when different communities of practice seem to

be working in parallel and where research therein could be improved

if their findings were synthesized’ (Cronin & George, 2020, p. 19).

The current status of CBMs literature lends itself to this

approach. Although publications on the subject are growing, CBMs

research is still a relatively young field (Salvador et al., 2020; Santa-

Maria et al., 2020), and contributions come from a variety of different

disciplines (Ferasso et al., 2020) including industrial ecology, engineer-

ing and management studies. This ‘complexity creates a need for a

unified understanding of current and emerging topics’ (Ferasso

et al., 2020, p. 3). To synthesise the current state of knowledge, this

article relies on the use of key academic sources that have already

reviewed research in the BMs and CBMs fields.

To fulfil its aims, this research is anchored in the parent BM litera-

ture. This is consistent with calls demanding a closer integration

between the BMs and CBMs fields to cross develop each other

(Santa-Maria et al., 2020). Particularly, this article builds on the resil-

ient complex adaptive system view of BMs (Liu et al., 2021). This

approach is in line with theory borrowing, which is quite common in

management and business research, according to which ‘coherent and

fully formed ideas that explain a phenomenon (or phenomena) [are

brought into a field] (…) from outside the discipline’ (Oswick

et al., 2011, p. 319). In the following sections, CE, BMs and CBMs

literature are examined to highlight perspectives and lay the founda-

tions for the development of a new CBMs framework.

3 | CIRCULAR ECONOMY

The advent of the sustainable development concept, ‘development

that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability

of future generations to meet their own needs’, has sparked increased

attention towards social and environmental sustainability concerns in

the business community (Dillick & Muff, 2016). In fact, as noted by

Haigh and Hoffman (2014), corporate sustainability, over time, has

moved away from it being positioned as heresy to mainstream dogma.

Yet, since the 1970s, humanity has been in ecological overshoot. This

means that we consume natural resources by a measure that exceeds
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what Earth can regenerate each year: we use the equivalent of 1.6

planet Earths to attain the resources we need and absorb our waste

(Global Footprint Network, 2020). The founding father of ecological

economics, Herman Daly, rightly affirmed that the economy is a wholly

owned subsidiary of the environment, not the reverse. Unfortunately, as

a society, we have turned this ‘prosperity law’ upside down. As a

result, a fundamental rethinking of the logic underlying our production

and consumption systems is urgently needed to continue thriving

upon planet Earth.

Within this context, the CE has gradually appeared as a desirable

and plausible path to build prosperity and thereby catering for grow-

ing needs while respecting planetary boundaries. CE thinking draws

its principles and foundations from the functioning of the ecosystem,

whose most famously epitomised rule is that of ‘waste equals food’,

meaning that in nature, the output of any biological process feeds into

other processes. It is through the biological cycles of living, growing,

consuming and dying run by Earth's organisms that natural cycles

work (Unruh, 2010). Producers, the foundations of ecosystems, take

up raw materials from water, air and earth to make plants; consumers

live on producers' energy and materials; decomposers return the resi-

dues of dead plants and animals to earth to nurture the future genera-

tions of producers (ibid.). ‘This system of production, consumption,

and decomposition allows life's parsimonious palette to cycle over

and over in an ongoing process of evolution’ (p. 26). Likewise, the CE

eliminates the concept of waste by using materials, products and com-

ponents in ‘technical’ and ‘biological’ cycles. Synthetic, mineral mate-

rials (e.g. metals and alloys) flow in technical cycles, meaning that they

are conceived to be used in subsequent cycles of production and con-

sumption; biological or renewable materials, instead, return to the nat-

ural environment to restore and build natural capital (Ellen MacArthur

Foundation [EMF] & McKinsey, 2012; Marucci et al., 2021).

Furthermore, the CE differs from a linear economy, based on the

take-make-dispose rationale, because it aims at (a) maintaining value

(not creating value added), (b) optimising stock management (not

flows), and (c) increasing efficiency of using goods (Stahel, 2019). In a

circular industrial economy, the ‘Era of R', that is, materials recovery

strategies, keep goods and components at their highest utility and

value through reuse, repairing, remarketing, remanufacturing, refining

and reprogramming (Stahel, 2019). Such strategies are economically

profitable (the inner the loop, the more profitable and resource effi-

cient they are), ecologically desirable (because they preserve embed-

ded energy and materials, they consume limited resources and

produce little waste), and socially viable (they are labour intensive and

foster a culture of care for goods among producers and users) (ibid.).

Research has shown that a more circular plastics sector could reduce

the annual global volume of plastics entering oceans by over 80%,

save USD 200 billion per year, cut greenhouse gas emissions by 25%,

and create 700,000 net additional jobs by 2040 (Pew Charitable

Trusts & SYSTEMIQ, 2020).

As an economy that is ‘restorative and regenerative by intention

and design’ (EMF & McKinsey, 2012, p. 7), providing multiple forms

of value decoupled from the consumption of finite resources (EMF

et al., 2015; Ferasso et al., 2020), CE thinking and practices are

espoused by policy makers and business leaders around the world as

a promising path to attain the UN's sustainable development goals as

well as a sustained and sustainable competitive advantage (Fraccascia

et al., 2021; Kristoffersen et al., 2020; Lacy et al., 2020). The new Cir-

cular Economy Action Plan, launched by the European Commission in

March 2020, is one of the main blocks of the European Green Deal, the

EU's new growth strategy seeking to embed circularity across the

European economy and making Europe the world's first climate-

neutral continent by 2050 (European Commission, 2020). The

European Commission states that enhanced circularity ‘will ensure a

cleaner and more competitive industry by reducing environmental

impacts, alleviating competition for scarce resources and reducing

production costs. The business case is as strong as the environmental

and moral imperative. Applying circular economy principles in all sec-

tors and industries has potential to create 700,000 new jobs across

the EU by 2030, many of which in SMEs’ (European

Commission, 2020, p. 9).

In a 2018 World Business Council on Sustainable Development

and the Boston Consulting Group report, 51% of 78 global managers

declared that the adoption of CE strategies improved profitability and

97% that the CE improves efficiency and competitiveness (World

Business Council for Sustainable Development & Boston Consulting

Group, 2018). For Ikea, the Swedish home furnishing multinational,

‘being circular is both a responsibility and a good business opportu-

nity’ (EMF, 2021, p. 1). Ikea ‘will design all products from the very

beginning to be repurposed, repaired, reused, resold, or, as the last

step in material recovery, recycled, generating as little waste as possi-

ble. It's about seeing IKEA products as material banks for the future’

(p. 1). Recently, the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has led

many actors including CEOs of major corporations and policymakers

to sign ‘it's time to step up not step back’, a pledge supporting the tran-

sition towards the CE to build a more resilient and sustainable econ-

omy (EMF, 2020). Issues of security and resilience have become more

urgent as the pandemic highlighted vulnerability in global and complex

supply chains (McKinsey & Company, 2021). This is in tune with the

shift in perspective towards managing with a greater sense of purpose

and societal impact highlighted by the world's largest organisations

CEOs (KPMG, 2020).

However, despite the burgeoning interest that the CE has

attracted and its potential to decouple economic growth from con-

sumption of finite resource, progress towards CE implementation in

industry is slow paced (Panwar & Niesten, 2020; Parida et al., 2019).

On one hand, this is not surprising if the systemic nature of the

changes that are required for a CE to emerge and the existing barriers

to its implementation are considered. Innovative BMs, fit for purpose

design strategies as well as reverse logistics networks and enabling

system conditions, are the key building blocks of the transition

towards the CE (EMF et al., 2015), whose management spans beyond

the reach of a single organisation. The complexity in the innovation

landscape is coupled with the existence of multiple hurdles that are

encountered in implementation. Most notably, regulatory, technologi-

cal, cultural, market and organisational barriers (Kirchherr et al., 2018;

Tura et al., 2019).
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On the other hand, whilst it is undeniable that a complex sustain-

ability transition can be accomplished in the long term only, and it is

inevitably confronted with many practical challenges, it is disappoint-

ing that despite the existence of a fairly voluminous scholarly litera-

ture on the subject (more than 1500 articles in 2019 only according

to Cam�on Luis & Celma, 2020), practitioners are either uncertain or

struggling about how to implement CE strategies and models (Galv~ao

et al., 2020; Urbinati et al., 2019). Desing et al. (2020) note that

despite its popularity, there is ‘no consent on what CE actually means

and encompasses’ (p. 1). Analogously, Schöggl et al. (2020) highlight

the concept ambiguity and, thereby, the need for a clear

conceptualisation. The growing semantic dissonance in the CE, which

is equally developing in the CBMs field, is not advantageous to the

implementation of CE principles. Consequently, this article proposes a

CBM framework linked to the perspective of BMs based on resilient

complex adaptive systems to overcome the lack of conceptual clarity

and fragmentation plaguing the CBMs literature (Chen et al., 2020;

Geissdoerfer et al., 2020). To come up with such framework, this arti-

cle reviews first the BMs and CBMs literature.

4 | CONCEPTUAL AMBIGUITIES IN THE

BUSINESS MODEL LITERATURE

Business models, a description about how a firm does business

(Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002) and ‘one of the greatest buzz-

words of the Internet’ (Magretta, 2002, p. 86), have caught increasing

attention of academics and management practitioners alike over time.

Although early academic papers on the topic were published in 1957

and 1960 (Osterwalder et al., 2005), the popularity of the BM term

exploded in the 1990s, when the emergence of the information and

communication technologies pushed many organisations to reconsider

or experiment with new forms of value creation. Since then, academic

research on the subject has proliferated and the interest of manage-

ment practitioners has soared. Several articles and reviews have been

published in academic journals (e.g. Foss & Saebi, 2017; Wirtz

et al., 2016; Zott et al., 2011) and—as source of value creation as well

as sustained and sustainable competitive advantage—BMs and BM

innovation have entered the agenda of business leaders (Kiron

et al., 2013; Wirtz et al., 2016). Clearly, this demonstrates that atten-

tion and interest in the BM concept have gone well beyond the ‘dot-

com bubble’.

The scholarly literature on the topic abounds of attempts at clari-

fying what the BM is. Teece (2018) comments that ‘there are almost

as many definitions of a business model as there are business models’

(p. 41). Similarly, Foss and Saebi (2018) lament that an ‘anything goes’

approach has been guiding the development of the subject leaving the

problem of a missing clear definition of the central construct still unre-

solved. This is further emphasised by Ritter and Lettl (2018) who

argue that ‘the business model concept remains ambiguous and clarity

is needed in order to move the field forward (…) [since] such concep-

tual ambiguity hinders theoretical development and demands aca-

demic attention’ (p. 2).

More diverging than converging, a BM is referred to in multiple

ways as a statement, description, representation, architecture, concep-

tual tool or model, plan, structural template, method, framework, pattern

and set (Zott et al., 2011). Moreover, five distinctive perspectives

relating to the BM term, namely, activity, logics, archetypes, elements

and alignment, exist; each of them defines the BM concept in a differ-

ent way, and it is meaningful on its own (Ritter & Lettl, 2018). The

activity perspective views the BM as a set of activities to execute a

company's intended strategy. The logics perspective describes how a

company creates value. The archetypes perspective introduces modes

of value creation and capture. The elements perspective highlights the

components that make up the BM, and finally, the alignment perspec-

tive underlines that organisational success relies on both a sound BM,

and complementarity, interrelationships, and alignment between BM

elements. These perspectives are complementary and can be com-

bined to further the field consolidation and obtain a more complete

understanding of the BM concept (ibid.). In fact, activities are central

to all other perspectives as they are the foundations of the business

enterprise; elements serve to link activities to results; activities lead to

successful outcomes when they follow a pertinent value creation and

capture logic; logics can be combined into archetypes and the align-

ment of the BM elements is instrumental to BM optimisation and suc-

cess (ibid.).

Foss and Saebi (2018) urge that ‘more consensus on definitional

and dimensionalization issues is probably required’ (p. 19). This, in

turn, would be beneficial to theory building and empirical testing:

‘good theorizing is based on the creation of this kind of cognitive

order. If our constructs are unclear and possibly overlapping, we will

also likely get causality and mechanisms wrong. Empirics will also suf-

fer from this’ (p. 10). Encouragingly, some consolidation efforts are

emerging. In addition to Ritter and Lettl's (2018) unifying BM perspec-

tive, some agreement seems to have developed around viewing the

BM as the ‘design or architecture of the value creation, delivery, and

capture mechanisms’ (Teece, 2010, p. 172) of a firm. Furthermore, the

literature converges on the components that constitute a BM: value

proposition, value creation and delivery structure and value capture

mechanisms (Saebi et al., 2017).

5 | CONCEPTUAL AND DIMENSIONAL

AMBIGUITIES IN THE CIRCULAR BUSINESS

MODEL LITERATURE

One of the earliest definitions of CBMs view them as BMs ‘wherein

enhanced customers' value is produced as a result of more compre-

hensive ‘circular offerings’ (e.g. products as services; greater conve-

nience; dematerialised products; superior product durability and

ecological performances; product upgradability; take-back schemes)

and ‘circular relationships’ (access over ownership, e.g. leasing,

renting, sharing). In circular business models diffused forms of value

are created, local/regional supply chains are implemented,

maximisation of resources value across the activity system is pursued,

boundaries spanning relational competences for the adaptation or
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development of ‘circular' resources and capabilities are developed,

and idiosyncratic value capture mechanisms are observed’

(De Angelis, 2018, p. 65).

Mirroring the parent BMs literature, the CBMs field is a growing

yet in need of consolidation and clarity research area. Definitional

ambiguity characterises the field (Chen et al., 2020; Fehrer &

Wieland, 2020; Ferasso et al., 2020). There is no CBMs agreed defini-

tion; instead, many definitions (n = 16) have been put forward

(Rovanto & Bask, 2020). Furthermore, as pointed by Hopkinson

et al. (2020), a proliferation of constructs attempting at classifying/

categorising CBMs is observable: archetypes (e.g. Kortmann &

Piller, 2016; Moreno et al., 2016); canvasses (e.g. Daou et al., 2020;

Lewandowski, 2016); categories (e.g. Lacy & Rutqvist, 2015;

Weetman, 2017); definitions (e.g. Frishammar & Parida, 2019;

Linder & Williander, 2017); frameworks (e.g. Antikainen &

Valkokari, 2016; Ranta et al., 2018); managerial practices for creating

and capturing value (Urbinati et al., 2020); mapping tools

(e.g. Nußholz, 2018); strategies (e.g. Geissdoerfer et al., 2020; Ünal &

Shao, 2019); taxonomies (e.g. Urbinati et al., 2017); typologies

(Lüdeke-Freund et al., 2019) and value streams (Galv~ao et al., 2020).

Most of these constructs lack validation in practice (Pieroni

et al., 2020) and a comprehensive set of practices guiding BM imple-

mentation (Urbinati et al., 2020). Figure 1 highlights these different

CBMs constructs.

As early as 2000s, when the BM concept and its popularity

started soaring in academic and practitioners' circles, Magretta (2002)

emphasised that BMs were one of the most sloppily terms used warn-

ing that they were ‘often stretched to mean everything-and end up

meaning nothing’ (p. 92). She added that ‘unless we're willing to draw

the line somewhere, these concepts will remain confusing and difficult

to use. Definition brings clarity. And when it comes to concepts that

are so fundamental to performance, no organization can afford fuzzy

thinking’ (p. 92). Täuscher and Abdelkafi (2017) reinforce her point of

view arguing that managers are absorbed by the task of identifying

suitable paths to innovate their BMs and so they need some guidance

in this process, which, they believe is missing.

Seemingly, the CBMs research is plagued by the same problems.

Whilst the variety of perspectives populating the CBMs literature is

enriching a young field of research, there is a risk of missing the wood

for the trees by placing too much emphasis on the functional forms

that CBMs take. Consequently, the importance of bringing clarity

about the field fundamental nucleus, that is, the CBM concept itself,

may be overlooked. As noted by Pieroni et al. (2020), ‘building con-

sensus of terminology and archetypes is important to achieve a shared

discourse, which is fundamental for the implementation of business

models’ (p. 1).

6 | SYSTEMS THINKING AS A

CONCEPTUAL LENS FOR CIRCULAR

BUSINESS MODELS RESEARCH

As it stands, there are some key issues in the CBMs field that need

scholars' attention. Firstly, several conceptualisations of CBMs and lit-

tle evidence of convergence exist. Secondly, a number of constructs

have developed to typify CBMs.

Thirdly, as most CBMs design tools are grounded in linear and

sequential process steps (e.g. the BM canvas), they are not particularly

suited to assist in the process of CBM innovation since the CE, by con-

trast, draws on complexity and systems thinking (Fehrer &

Wieland, 2020). Their ease of use, though appealing, stands as a limita-

tion in terms of richness (ibid.). Similarly, Lauten-Weiss and

Ramesohl (2021) argue that a holistic redesign logic for CBMs has yet

to emerge. They observe that the BM canvas often used in CBMs

research does not account for interactions among its building blocks

and portrays a rather static picture, even when additional components

reflecting some CE elements are included. The BM concept is

influenced by the business strategy literature and particularly is built on

Porter's (1985) value chain model (Morris et al., 2005), one of the most

influential frameworks in the strategic management literature. The value

chain illustrates how competitive advantage can be created through the

company activities (primary and support activities) responsible for a

F IGURE 1 CBMs constructs. Source:

Author's own elaboration
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linear process of value creation within a closed economic system. Yet

Stead and Stead (2019) argue that Porter's value chain is an ‘example of

mistaking abstract models for accurate representations of reality’

(p. 67). They warn that the value chain is ill-equipped to understand

value creation in increasingly open business environments wherein

collaboration, interdependence and complexity as well as social and

ecological contexts are all central to value creating processes.

Fourthly, whilst it is acknowledged that CE principles draw on

systems thinking (EMF & McKinsey, 2012; EMF & McKinsey, 2013),

the implications of this from a BM perspective and for CBMs dimen-

sions are currently missing from the CBMs literature to the best of

this author's knowledge. Systems thinking in CE and CBMs literature

is mostly used to illustrate that such a sustainability transition cannot

be accomplished by companies in isolation but it rather requires multi-

ple and simultaneous innovations at societal level involving different

actors. Yet systems theory implications are not spelled out despite the

fact that CE thinking is based on insights from systems thinking

(Webster, 2013).

Systems thinking is a transdisciplinary construct emerged during

the mid-twentieth century along with general system theory, com-

plexity theory and quantum physics (Davis & Stroink, 2016). It is con-

sidered as a cognitive paradigm according to which phenomena are

viewed as a set of interconnected components that make up a

dynamic whole (Randle & Stroink, 2018). It is recognised as useful to

better understand complex socio-ecological problems (Davis &

Stroink, 2016). Systems thinking involves ‘thinking in terms of rela-

tionships, patterns, and context” (Capra & Jakobsen, 2017, p. 833)

and it is relevant to almost every discipline and every human activity;

‘whether we talk about economics, the environment, education,

healthcare, law, or management, we are dealing with living organisms,

social systems, or ecosystems. And consequently, (…) the systemic

view of life is relevant to all these areas’ (p. 833).

Fifthly, although some authors are emphasising the importance of

viewing CBMs within a broader context than that of the firm bound-

aries in order to capitalise on the opportunities offered by the CE

(e.g. Frishammar & Parida, 2019; Ünal et al., 2019) and gain the so-

called ‘circular advantage’ (Lacy & Rutqvist, 2015), CBMs boundaries

are typically depicted as if matching firms' boundaries, mirroring the

conventional BM literature (Rovanto & Bask, 2020). Not incorporating

complexity, systems thinking and a more comprehensive view of

boundaries results in some construct fallacies in the way in which the

BM is depicted within the CBMs literature.

Overall, conceptual and dimensional ambiguities coupled with

construct fallacies determine two key problems: firstly, the literature

is producing CBMs constructs that have yet to fully incorporate CE

thinking, and secondly, confusion in terms of what is and what consti-

tutes a CBM hinders the processes of theory building as well as mak-

ing it harder to translate principles into practice. These issues are well

summarised by Rovanto and Bask (2020) who argue that the ‘connec-

tion between the CE concept and a CBM in practice is still rather

informal and ill-defined’ (p. 5). To strengthen the conceptual and

dimensional foundations of CBMs, this article puts forward a frame-

work based on systems theory applied to the BM concept.

A new line of enquiry, which sees the benefits of using sys-

tems theory in the context of the BM research, is emerging.

Velu (2017) maintains that principles of general systems theory

show analogies with BM functioning. Liu et al. (2021) concur with

Velu (2017) and argue that systems theory is useful to portray the

BM concept more comprehensively. Particularly, they depict the

BM as a Resilient Complex Adaptive System (RCAS) maintaining

that the properties of complexity, resilience, and adaptation, and so

a RCAS view of the BM, represents the BM more accurately than

general systems theory. In fact, the properties of resilience and

adaptation, albeit mostly overlooked in the literature, are particu-

larly useful in complex business environments wherein adaptation

to existing contextual conditions and ability to bounce back from

sudden shocks are crucial to organisational survival and attainment

of its goals (ibid.).

There are several features characterising systems in systems the-

ory. Elements in a system are interconnected (they influence each

other); a collection of elements results in more than the sum of its

parts; systems are goal oriented and have boundaries, and relation-

ships in the form of feedback loops, correlations and causality exist

among the component parts (Gell-Mann, 1994; Meadows &

Wright, 2008; Von Bertalanffy, 1968). Complex adaptive systems

(CASs) incorporate ‘complexity’ in terms of volume of agents and mul-

tiple layers of interdependence within a system, and ‘adaptation’, that

is, they are self-organising, evolving with changes in their surrounding

conditions (Dentoni et al., 2021). They also have porous boundaries,

that is, they are open systems with energy, information and matter

exchanged between the system and its environment (Preiser

et al., 2018). Although BMs are also conceptualised as systems, for

example Zott and Amit (2010) describe the BM as ‘a system of

interdependent activities that transcends the focal firm and spans its

boundaries’ (p. 216), a CAS view conceptualises the BM as a sub-

system of the socio-ecological system (Dentoni et al., 2021). RCASs

incorporate ‘resilience’, that is, ‘the ability to absorb disturbances,

reorganize, and retain (…) effective functioning’ (Capra &

Jakobsen, 2017, p. 838).

As a RCAS, a BM includes all of its fundamental aspects: elements

that pursue the system's goals and particularly, manage value, identify

value, create value, convey value, deliver value, capture value, sustain

value (linked to adaptation) and protect value (linked to resilience); goal

(to create and exchange value); boundaries (boundaries of a firm); rela-

tionships (feedback loops that create and manage value exchange:

manage value is the overarching function coordinating all the other

elemental functions; capture value funds all the elemental functions;

all elemental functions contribute to protect value and sustain value

and protect value and sustain value support other elemental functions

in case of change and disturbance); structure (functions connected and

organised through a feedback loop); adaptation and resilience (Liu

et al., 2021). A RCAS view of the BM exemplifies ‘the fundamental

aspects of a business model inclusive of its goal, boundary, structured

feedback loop of value exchange, and elemental functions that enable

pursuit of the business goal while facilitating homeostasis and adapta-

tion’ (Liu et al., 2021, p. 13). Next, the RCAS view of the BM is applied
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to the CBM, and the reasons why this is useful to overcome current

conceptual ambiguities and construct fallacies are illustrated.

7 | TOWARDS A RESILIENT COMPLEX

ADAPTIVE SYSTEM VIEW OF CIRCULAR

BUSINESS MODELS

Five of the elemental functions in the RCAS view of the BM (identify,

create, convey, deliver and capture value) equal to the three building

blocks through which BMs and CBMs are mostly conceptualised, that

is, value proposition, value creation and delivery and value capture.

The functions of protect value and sustain value, can be considered

as very typical and inherent to CBMs. Accordingly, the principles

underlying the processes of value creation and capture in a CBM, that

is, preserve and enhance natural capital, optimise resources yields and

foster system effectiveness (EMF et al., 2015), contribute to its resil-

ience and so to its ability to deal with shocks in the external environ-

ment. It is widely acknowledged that salvaging product components/

parts/materials through end-of-life recovery strategies, for instance,

hedges against supply/price volatility and shortage of natural capital,

which can undermine the viability of a BM. Distributed, small and local

manufacturing protect from disruption in complex and global supply

chains, witnessed in the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic. As

illustrated in recent literature, localisation offers better resilience

against vulnerability to global shocks (Nandi et al., 2021) and growing

geopolitical uncertainty (Clinton & Hecimovic, 2021). Hence, it comes

as no surprise that 93% of supply chain executives has made plans to

make their supply chains more resilient through nearshoring and

regionalisation (McKinsey & Company, 2020). Effectiveness, the inter-

play between efficiency and resilience (Fath et al., 2019), is where the

concept of the CE sits (Webster & Fromberg, 2020). A CBM also

embodies well the sustain value function since its underlying principles

enable organisations to cope with the rapidly changing competitive,

institutional and natural landscapes (e.g. consumers' behaviour moving

towards sharing, increasing environmental regulations, depletion of

natural capital).

Manage value, the BM function contributing to the smooth opera-

tion of all the other elemental functions, in a CBM requires increased

coordination/alignment of organisational departments and their goals

and incentives as well as cooperation within the value network, which

spans the organisational boundaries. As noted by De Angelis (2021), a

performing paradox could emerge from competing internal incentive

mechanisms, that is, new product sales versus rates of

remanufactured/refurbished/re-used products (EMF &

McKinsey, 2013). Furthermore, as emphasised by Ünal et al. (2019),

‘ensuring balance between internal and external forces is essential for

creating value in a circular economy domain’ (p. 303).

Goals in CBMs are not limited to the creation and exchange of

value in purely commercial terms but also include ecological and social

value creation. In this respect, it is useful to recall here Frishammar

and Parida's (2019) definition of a CBM: ‘we define a circular business

model as one in which a focal company, together with partners, uses

innovation to create, capture and deliver value to improve resource

efficiency by extending the lifespan of products and parts, thereby

realizing environmental, social and economic benefits’ (p. 6).

Boundaries in CBMs span firms' boundaries including the network

of social and economic actors within which companies operate. A

CBMs is an open system, that is, open to its immediate network envi-

ronment and to the natural environment in which it is embedded.

Relationships exist in the form of feedback loops (enabling and con-

straining) among CBMs elemental functions and between CBMs and

F IGURE 2 A RCAS view of the CBM.

Source: Author's own elaboration and

based on EMF et al. (2015) and Liu

et al. (2021)
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their environments. Manage value, for instance, is responsible for the

successful outcomes in the process of value creation and capture.

Value creation and capture, in turn, self-sustain the organisational

structures behind the manage value function. Protect and sustain value

ensure the viability of the CBM, and, in turn, the process of value cre-

ation and capture feeds into the adaptation and resilience of the

BM. Furthermore, as noted by Ünal et al. (2019) significant levels of

interdependences and interactions with the wider system characterise

value creation in a CBM. The structure of the CBM is then defined by

the relationship across its parts. Figure 2 portrays the CBM frame-

work based on the RCAS view of the BM.

This CBM framework grounded in systems thinking is a stepping-

stone to overcoming conceptual and dimensional ambiguities as well

as construct fallacies characterising the CBM concept in current litera-

ture. Firstly, a ‘CAS-based ontology suggests that the relation

between social and ecological systems are conceptualized as linked

and thus as inseparable ontological entities’ (Preiser et al., 2018,

p. 10). Hence, BMs are subsystems of the socio-ecological system

(Dentoni et al., 2021). This perspective fits well with CE thinking since

the CE aims at recoupling economy with ecology (EMF et al., 2015).

This means that organisations are not viewed as separate entities

from their natural environment but rather as a part of the wider eco-

logical system upon which they depend for their survival. Likewise, a

BM based upon CE principles, is a subsystem of the wider socio-

ecological system.

Secondly, CBMs as RCASs incorporate systems thinking, which is

not reflected in the way in which the CBM is both defined and typi-

fied in current literature. Thirdly, complexity, in terms of the number

of actors involved in the process of value creation and capture and

feedback loops across the BM components and between the BM, its

wider value network and the ecosystem, are acknowledged. Finally,

CBMs boundaries are permeable and open to the influence of eco-

nomic, social, and ecological stakeholders. Table 1 summarises and

compares the RCAS view of a BM with the RCAS view of a CBM.

8 | CONCLUSION

Broad consensus has developed on the CE as a plausible and desirable

solution to build prosperity within planetary boundaries. However,

whilst many initiatives have emerged around the CE vision, progress

towards CE implementation in industry is slow paced (Panwar &

Niesten, 2020; Parida et al., 2019). Practitioners are either uncertain

or struggling about how to implement CE strategies and models

(Galv~ao et al., 2020; Urbinati et al., 2019). Research has attributed to

the complexities in the innovation landscape and different barriers the

reasons why implementation is slow progressing. Most notably, regu-

latory, technological, cultural, market and organisational barriers

(Kirchherr et al., 2018; Tura et al., 2019).

This article has taken a complementary perspective arguing that it

is now high time to reflect upon the contribution of the growing

scholarly literature on CE and CBMs to orient management practice.

Several authors have highlighted the limitations in the ways in which

CBMs are defined and classified pointing to conceptual and dimen-

sional ambiguities (Chen et al., 2020; Ferasso et al., 2020; Pieroni

et al., 2020), lack of validation in practice (Pieroni et al., 2020) and

guidance about implementation (Urbinati et al., 2020), ill-defined rela-

tionship with the CE concept (Rovanto & Bask, 2020), and simplistic,

sequential process steps in the way in which they are designed that

do not mirror the complexity involved in circular innovations

(Fehrer & Wieland, 2020).

In response, this article has suggested a CBM framework based

on insights from systems theory and, specifically, on the notion of

RCASs, which is relevant in the context of CE research. This research

effort can be considered as a stepping-stone to overcoming concep-

tual and dimensional ambiguities as well as construct fallacies in the

way in which CBMs are framed in current literature. It portrays the

CBM in a simpler yet more comprehensive way as well as more fully

aligned with CE thinking, thereby contributing to clarity, which is nec-

essary to aid the process of knowledge building. The framework here

proposed has also relevance for management practice. It illustrates

that firms and their BMs are part of a complex whole and so that

TABLE 1 RCAS view of the BM versus RCAS view of the CBM

RCAS view of a BM RCAS view of a CBM

Elemental functions Elemental functions

Identify value Identify value

Create value Create value

Convey value Convey value

Deliver value Deliver value

Capture value Capture value

Sustain value Sustain value (Inherent to a CBM)

Protect value Protect value (Inherent to a CBM)

Goal Goal

Create and exchange

value

Multiple forms of value creation

Structure Structure

The relationship between

elemental functions

Defined by the relationship among

its parts

Boundaries Boundaries

BM boundaries coincide

with firms' boundaries

Open, that is, porous boundaries.

CBMs are open to the influence

of the wider environment within

which they are embedded

Relationship Relationship

Feedback loops that

create and manage

value exchange

Feedback loops exist among CBM

components and between the

CBM and its wider environment,

including the natural

environment

Resilience Resilience

Related to protect value Inherent to a CBM

Adaptation Adaptation

Related to sustain value Inherent to a CBM

Note: Author's own elaboration and based on Liu et al. (2021).
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taking steps towards CE implementation requires mastering a comple-

mentary set of skills in complexity thinking and management of its

organisational consequences. It does not constitute another learning

burden for management practitioners requiring dexterity in handling

complicated constructs but rather it brings them back to the basics

yet more important fundamentals pertaining to the CE concept.

A definition of the CBM that would align with the RCAS per-

spective has not been put forward. Whilst this can constitute a limi-

tation of this study, it is open to question whether another

definition would have been useful, given that there are already

many different conceptualisations in current literature. Nonetheless,

this may be a future research endeavour for other scholars in the

business and management literature. A potential research question

could be: how can a RCAS perspective of CBMs contribute to a uni-

fied conceptualisation? Another limitation of this study is that the

framework here proposed has not been tested in empirical settings

and thereby, lacks validation in practice. Yet validating this CBM

framework would be another relevant future research enquiry, given

that firms need methods and approaches to come up with innova-

tive CBMs (Konietzko et al., 2020) and more empirical research

needs to be carried out to highlight how CBMs are implemented in

practice (Urbinati et al., 2020).
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